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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Top 10 Ways to Spot a Rip-off System Seller In Your Mailbox 

 
I still get those preposterous mail order system solicitations in the mail.  Most of you probably receive the 
same junk with the fantastic letters and impossible claims – they’re good for a laugh anyway.  I have no 
idea why they send them to me.  Haven’t bought anything by mail order in more than 15 years.  My name 
is worthless in that market.  In a high-tech era with so much information and skepticism, how do these 
old-fashioned mail order cons keep it going?  I suspect they may be on their last legs – there can’t be that 
many suckers left! 
 
This latest scam mailer states that the selection method requires just 2 simple rules – less than one sen-
tence each.  The guy claims that he was loser who began to notice that 90% + of all winners shared these 
same two rules.  You will never lose again – guaranteed.  Fabulous sums will be won weekly.    
 
To their shame and your amusement, here are my Top 10 Ways to Spot the Rip-off System Seller ----- 
 
(10) Simple and fast – anyone can use it.  In the scheme of things, becoming a successful horse 
bettor is probably more difficult than becoming a brain surgeon.  Lot’s of experience and serious statisti-
cal analysis is absolutely essential to making money wagering on thoroughbreds.  When they say it is 
simple and easy and everyone can win; price just $35 - they are marketing to only the most desperate 
suckers among us.    
 
(9) Works under all conditions.  This means the method will work just as well on a 1-1/2mile 
Grade-I turf race at Santa Anita as it will on 5 furlong 2yr 5k maiden-c laimer in the slop at Tampa Bay 
Downs – and everything in between.  In thousands of hours of exhaustive computer research, neither my-
self nor anyone else has ever produced a fixed method of play that is profitable when testing all races at 
all tracks under all conditions over a long period of time.  And we probably never will.  If anyone ever 
does find such a system, would they sell it to the public for under $50? 
 
(8) The incredible discovery. Reading the tall tales of how the winning system was discovered is 
perhaps the most fun in opening these mail order letters.  The most popular angle involves a variation of 
the old man on his deathbed revealing the secret of how he beat the races for 50 years.  Another favorite is 
the P.H.D. mathematician Dr. genius from some foreign land that has computed a betting method that 
cannot lose.  The systems that involve bet progression or toteboard computations usually have a brilliant 
scientist associated with them.  And most of the genius betting schemes are not limited to horse racing 
either – the method works just as well on craps, slots, dogs, harness, roulette, keno, blackjack, poker, 
baccarat, jai alai and lotteries!   
 
(7) Proof that it works – actual race results.  They usually include a ‘system workout’ with a 
list of races WON written next the dates and tracks.  Normally there are less than 5 days of races in the 
sample and a couple of tracks.  The win rate is always above 80% and this is the apparent proof that the 
method will work forever.  The reader has absolutely no way of verifying the ridiculous claims.  Typi-
cally the results page is tagged with “don’t take my word for it, just look at these recent results…” They 
must create their target marketing from a list of people with IQ below 40 to fall for that – oh, is that why I 
am still on their mailing list?   
 
(6) Testimonials.  Typical of the page devoted to phony customer letters is: My wife and I can’t be-
lieve it, we are on a fixed income and struggling, but we took a chance on your method and made $8,000 
the first week - now life is good again – all thanks to you and super-x system – JR, Chicago. Notice how 
often the system ad appears to be targeting the elderly with lines like that and other references such as “no 
computer required, start with a small bankroll, even a child can do it.  They have no shame. 
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Rip-off System Sellers …continued 
 

(5) Make incredible amounts of money in a short time.  The system ad writers really embel-
lish this part of the literature.  Always stressing that the user does not need a large bankroll to start and 
that big money can be made in a very short period of time.  And thousands of dollars guaranteed to be 
won every week, forever.  There are very few individuals that can average $1000 profit per week betting 
horses.  Those that do are the most sophisticated and talented players in the game.  They have fat bank-
rolls at that point and do not kid themselves about the potential downside that will inevitably befall any 
method of play, no matter how well researched.  All of us have big scores from time to time and they are 
critical to the year-end final accounting of our profit and loss.  Grinding out thousands of dollars in profit 
using a fixed method of play on every race is an impossible fantasy.   
 
(4) Personal Letter Approach.  System ads are usually written in the first person.  Con men are at 
their best when connecting to a sucker on a one-to-one personal basis such as: “My name is John Doe, I 
was a frustrated loser at the track just like you until I discovered…”  The approach is popular with sales-
people that are trying to get you to commit to something in a hurry.  Car salesmen use it every day.  They 
don’t want you to take any quiet time to think about the purchase because they realize you won’t buy 
when you come to your senses and start shopping for a better deal.  The system seller realizes he is mar-
keting to people that have been fleeced before, and must make a pitch that gets you wondering “what if 
this one is for real”.  There is no real system or static method for beating the races and there probably 
never will be.  Winners at horse betting are constantly researching, testing and altering their approach ac-
cording to the dynamics of the individual race situation.          
 
(3) Don’t hesitate, limited time offer.  This one goes hand in hand with (4) above.  Either they 
say the system will only be available for a limited time, or they are going to limit the number of custom-
ers who buy it to protect the odds.  Good salespeople and ad writers are masters at making others believe 
that the good thing will be gone soon if you don’t hurry and get it right now.  If there is one thing you can 
take to the bank about system sellers - it is that they will cash 100% of the orders sent to them!        
 
(2) Cashiers check or money order only.  Here is the second most obvious reason that you know 
you are being ripped off with a system seller – they won’t take a credit card or accept personal checks for 
payment.  These days, almost anyone in business with a good credit history and without a criminal record 
can get a merchant account to accept credit cards for sales.  Apparently those requirements are too much 
for many system peddlers.  The ads often tell you that they won’t accept a personal check either.  Or they 
discourage it by claiming it will take 14-28 days to process a personal check.  That is nonsense in the 21st 
century when banks can verify checks in 24 hours or less.  Bottom line: crooks don’t like paper trails and 
personal checks and credit cards and bank affiliation leave an obvious record of activity.       
 
(1) You can’t contact them!  The number one reason you can be sure you are being ripped off by a 
system seller is that they don’t list a phone number or email address, let alone a web site or fax number.  
Is it possible to run a business in this day age without a telephone?  The kids with the lemonade stand on 
my corner even have a cell-phone.  Anyone with a legitimate product to sell will list a telephone number 
so potential customers can ask questions or get further information.  An email address, fax number or in-
formation web site is a no-brainer for all honest business people too.  If you have something to sell and 
have a quality product, you are going to list all possible outlets for customer contact in the promotional 
literature.  Usually the only piece of information the system seller offers is the PO Box in Brooklyn or 
Nevada.  It is amazing that they can get away with such obvious fraud and continue to find people that 
will send them money for worthless promises.   
 
I suppose just about all of us that get involved with betting horses will fall prey to the crooks that sell sys-
tems by mail – and it is fun to talk about the wild mailers we get.  The glory days of mail order thievery are 
probably coming to an end though, as most horseplayers get themselves an Internet account and find you 
can get all same garbage for free on the web!  
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Systems and Angles Tests 
First Time Starter + First Time Lasix 

 
Aqueduct racetrack – January 1st 2001, race 2.   
Happy New Year yelled bettors that picked the winner of the second at AQU on the first day of this year.  
The 20/1 morning-line first time starter Beau’s Fantasy paid more than $140 to win.  How did the savvy 
New York players miss this one?  Works were sparse and slow.  Trainer and jockey nothing special.  The 
horse had only one distinction – he was a first time starter that was also a first time lasix user.  And the 
only horse in the race that fit that distinction. 
 
During the Saratoga meet last summer I began to notice how often the first time starters with lasix were 
winning the Msw races, sometimes at boxcar payoffs.  The $140 winner at AQU motivated me to investi-
gate further.  Was it a unique happening at the New York tracks only, or was the angle working nation-
wide?  I knew from day to day handicapping that it was not an effective spot play in California.  It also 
seemed that more than half of the first time starters in Msw races at all tracks were now using lasix in 
their bow.  After checking the numbers, it appears that lasix on debut runners is increasing at all locations 
and provides more validity to the argument that the drug is an overused performance enhancement for 
thoroughbreds.  Lasix is permitted on a first time starter if it is determined that pulmonary bleeding oc-
curred in a workout.            
 
Test Setup 
• Msw races only, also known as straight maiden (Mdn) to some handicappers.  No claimers (Mcl). 
• Average field size was 9.1 horses. 
• Any distance and surface was used, but the vast majority of these tested races are fast dirt sprints. 
• Last 365 day period was tested.  Total Msw races in database was just under 5,000.   
 
As you will see I tested all tracks in one lump group, and then isolated NY, CA, KY and FL major track 
circuits.  The test includes first time starters with and without lasix in all cases. 
 

Msw - First Time Starters (FTS) - All Racetracks. 
 

Status                 Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

FTS + lasix            10.2         0.93           0.85 
FTS (no lasix)          6.5         0.59           0.60  

 
The lasix / no lasix first time starters are split about 45/55 split these days when all tracks are tested.  In 
other words, about 45% of the maidens making their debut now race on lasix.  I suspect the trend toward 
using lasix on first starters will continue, as more and more owners and trainers become aware of the 
positive value of using lasix first time out.   
 
Analysis  
This data is very interesting.  Maiden special weight races are for our most promising young horses.  Are 
lasix and other drugs being used to affect the outcome of these events?  It may appear so from these raw 
numbers.  Notice that the lasix group holds its own (impact value) in Msw races nationwide and reveal an 
ROI that well exceeds the track takeout when bet as a group.  Yet, the debut runners without lasix are at a 
serious disadvantage – they win far less than their fair share of races and the ROI is miserable.   
 
Bear in mind that the ROI are based on betting all first time starters – and there is usually more than one 
in each Msw event, requiring the computer to wager multiple horses in the same race.  As we shall see, in 
New York, that might be a profitable approach.  Please turn to page (5) for the statistics.     
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Systems and Angles Tests 
First Time Starter + First Time Lasix 

 
I mentioned that my observation of the major New York tracks seem to indicate a positive longshot trend 
with first time starters and lasix.  The proof is in the raw data below ---- 
 

Msw - First Time Starters – New York NYRA (AQU, BEL, SAR) 
 

Status                 Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

FTS + (L)              11.8         1.07           1.13 
FTS (no lasix)          6.0         0.55           0.64  

 
ROI of a 1.13 (13% profit) is great but hardly dependable considering horses like the $140 winner at 
AQU are added in.  The important fact here is the significant difference between the lasix group and the 
non-lasix group. Interestingly, at the NYRA tracks, the percentage of first time starters using lasix is 
much lower than in most other locations.  Only about 1/3 of the debut runners in NY go to post listed on 
lasix.  This smaller pool of horses to deal with makes the angle somewhat more interesting. 
 
Next let’s contrast NY with California.  At the five major California tracks, the overwhelming majority of 
first time starters in straight maiden races begin their career with lasix.   
 

Msw - First Time Starters – California (SA, DMR, HOL, BM, 
GG) 
 

Status                 Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

FTS + (L)               8.4         0.76           0.64 
FTS (no lasix)          7.9         0.72           0.67  

 
Only about 1 in 5 Msw first time starters in California do not run on lasix.  This is an astonishing contrast 
with New York where 2/3 of the debut maidens race without the chemical.  Either way, in California, first 
time starters are at a major disadvantage for handicappers playing Msw and the lasix does not seem to 
help their cause.     
 

Msw - First Time Starters – Kentucky (KEE, CD, TP) 
 

Status                 Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

FTS + (L)               6.8         0.62           0.87 
FTS (no lasix)          2.6         0.24           0.10  

 
The ROI for the lasix group is actually interesting here.  Despite a terrible win percentage, the first time 
starters with lasix returned a fair amount overall – indicating boxcar payoffs on some of them.  Msw 
horses that start their career in Kentucky without lasix can be tossed with impunity.  Kentucky trainers are 
tilting toward lasix in the debut, but not quite as much as California.  About 2/3 of the first timers debut 
on lasix in the Bluegrass State, compared to 4/5 in California.  The FTS + (L) may be a decent boxcar-
longshot angle at Kentucky tracks – but the win rate makes it difficult to bet with confidence.   
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Systems and Angles Tests 
First Time Starter + First Time Lasix 

 
Msw - First Time Starters – Florida (GP and CRC) 
 

Status                 Win%         I.V.           ROI 
 

FTS + (L)              13.1         1.19           0.77 
FTS (no lasix)          6.2         0.56           0.59  

 
At Gulfstream and Calder, there is a near 50/50 split between those that debut in Msw on lasix and those 
that don’t.  The trend for the future is definitely in favor of using lasix on the first time starter however.  
The win rate is better in Florida than elsewhere, but the horses do not payoff.  There is a distinct statistical 
advantage to injecting lasix into a first time starter running in Florida, as there is in most other locations.   
 
Final Analysis  
I don’t like the reality presented by this data.  It has been argued that lasix is a performance booster.  Do 
the test results here prove that to some extent?  Some things to think about ---- 
 
• Sample sizes for Msw races are the smallest of any class group.  The percentages and ROI may vary 

in larger or smaller tests, yet I am confident of the trends discussed.    
• Except in California, the first time starters that run with lasix have a decisive statistical advantage 

over those that don’t. 
• The California numbers may be moot because nearly all first time starters use lasix there these days. 
• Sample sizes are suspect, so the positive ROI for New York may be more an indication of a few 

bombshell longshots than a future spot play.   
• The North American trend is heavily tilting toward lasix use in the debut race.  New York may have 

the lowest percentage of first time starters on lasix of any circuit, which may mean it is the final op-
portunity to make money with this angle.   

• On any circuit, a horse that makes its debut in Msw without lasix is probably a poor bet – especially 
at low odds.  The addition of lasix is a meaningful sign for a potential live first timer. 

 
When drugs become the dominant handicapping factor, we might as well throw our wagering money in 
the trash.  Inexplicable results happen every day – we have no way of knowing how much of it caused by 
illegal substances.  Rumors abound in most areas that lasix is a masking agent for more dangerous per-
formance drugs and that drug testing labs cannot keep up with the latest pharmacological advancements. 
Trainers must feel pressured to use lasix to remain competitive.  My data and dozens of other studies 
prove to some extent that lasix does improve performance initially.  
 
Are we naïve to hope that the drug problem is not rampant?  The carefully scrutinized 2000 Olympics in 
Sydney last summer were filled with drug positives and a million rumors about new substances the ath-
letes were using.  Many admitted they needed drugs to beat the competition and others quit just before the 
games to avoid testing positive.  When big money is involved, people will cheat.  At least we have the 
capability with our data to estimate our chances despite the possible hanky-panky.             
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Turf Sires and Profitable Grass Handicapping 
 

25 Turf Sires and Their Impact on Grass Racing 
I have compiled a list of 25 proven turf sires that should be interesting to review.  The list was compiled 
with the following in mind --- 
 
1. The sire could be productive with horses making their debut on grass – first time on turf . 
2. The sire could be productive with second time on turf  – a lesser used handicapping angle. 
3. The sire could be productive in classy turf stakes.  
 
Good people can argue forever about lists like this.  Some fine young grass stallions may have been left 
off my list in favor of an older proven sire.  I took the conservative approach here due to the need for con-
sistent testing data.  The near future looks good for all of these as the bulk of their offspring that will 
compete in 2001 were born from 1996 –1999.  Affirmed recently died and many of the other sires on this 
list are winding down their stud careers.  The 25 sire names listed represent an excellent selection of pa-
ternal turf bloodlines in North America presently.   
 
The list includes the age of the stallion and his sire’s name.  Northern Dancer was one of the greatest and 
most prolific stallions in modern breeding history and his powerful bloodlines have been passed to many 
on this list.  Sons of Northern Dancer include Danzig, Nijinsky, Nureyev and Sadlers Wells.  The influen-
tial stallion Roberto is a tremendous sire of sires as well, appearing multiple times.  There is no doubt that 
blood has a major impact on turf races, particularly at higher class levels.  The question remains whether 
we can profit from the knowledge.  That is what we will examine herein.  
 

25 Turf Sires Listed in Alphabetical Order  
A.P. Indy (12) -Seattle Slew 
Affirmed (dec) -Exclusive Native 
Blushing John (16) -Blushing Groom 
Cozzene (21)  Caro 
Dixie Brass (12)  Dixieland Band 
Dynaformer (16) -Roberto 
El Prado (12) –Sadlers Wells 
Farma Way (14) -Marfa 
Kris S. (25) -Roberto 
Lord at War (21) –General 
Lord Avie (23) –Lord Gaylord 
Opening Verse (15) –The Minstrel 
Pine Bluff (12) –Danzig 
Polish Numbers  (14) -Danzig 
Prized (15) -Kris S. 
Rahy (16) -Blushing Groom 
Red Ransom (14) -Roberto 
Repriced (13) -Roberto 
Septieme Ciel (14) -Seattle Slew 
Sky Classic (14) -Nijinsky II 
Theatrical (19) -Nureyev 
Trempolino (17) -Pine Bluff 
Wild Again (21) -Icecapade 
With Approval (15) -Caro 
Woodman (18) -Mr. Prospector 
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Turf Sires - Testing their Potency  
 

Let’s find out how much influence these grass sires have on day to day handicapping.  I’ll test the three 
items listed on page 7 - first or second start on grass plus turf stakes.  I defined a turf stake as a grass race 
with a purse $75,000 or higher.  Remember that when a horse makes its debut on grass, it may already 
have compiled a dirt record – so most first-out turf runners are not first time starters and not necessarily 
entered in a maiden race.  The ultimate goal of any handicapper studying turf bloodlines is to find a first 
timer on grass that has a miserable dirt record – and hope the public dismisses the horse at long odds.   
 
Author William Quirin – Computer Discoveries in Thoroughbred Handicapping – popularized the notion 
of dramatic grass improvement from poor dirt form when the bloodlines are potent.  His 1979 book listed 
famous grass stallions such as Stage Door Johnny and Le Fabuleaux for big profits on runners making 
their grass debut after displaying lousy dirt form.  Those were the days, and I can remember cashing a few 
longshots myself with such a list.  Unfortunately the hidden beauties have been widely published for at 
least 15 years.  The sire data is easily obtained from many sources now including HTR software screens 
(7) and (8).  And yet, while the public has ready access to breeding statistics there are still opportunities to 
be found if the focus is on value in the mutuel pools.  A study of grass breeding is also a very positive 
learning step to overall handicapping expertise.     
 
The statistics below were accumulated from a 12 to 24 month result cycle in my database. The search 
time depended on how many records could be acquired for each individual sire.  Races older than two 
years in the past were not included in all cases.  Turf-race entrants were scanned for any of the 25 sires 
listed on page 8 and the potency at first/second start on grass as well as grass stakes with purses $75,000 
and higher.   
 

25 Turf Sires / Grass Race Proficiency in 3 Categories 
 

Item                  #Runners    Win%       I.V.       ROI 
 

First Start on Grass    482       13.6       1.24       1.08        
 

Second Start on Grass   405       14.1       1.28       0.83 
 

Grass Stake $75k        512       17.0       1.55       0.94 
 
Dr. Quirin would be proud of the first test.  Betting on every one of these 25 sire grass debut entrants 
would yield an 8% profit.  The second time on grass group was a disappointment in the ROI.  The stakes 
group did very well with the impact value and the ROI was unexpectedly high. 
 
The win percentages may look low in each category.  Remember there may be multiple entrants in the 
same race which dilute the individual sire win rates.  We are betting them all here, regardless of how 
many show up in a single event.  Therefore the ROI is the key statistic. The bloodline handicapper is 
searching for surprises and longshots and opportunities to outwit the public. There is still some life in the 
first time on grass breeding angle and on the next page we will look at the stallions that are likely to pro-
duce a longshot runner in 2001. 
 
The stakes category tested only those turf races with a minimum purse of $75,000.  These races attract the 
cream of the crop bloodlines.  The results of the 25 top sires were impressive in these important races.  A 
solid impact value and a promising ROI should remind us to at least scan the breeding line in grass stakes 
for younger runners that can improve quickly thanks to their paternal blood.     
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Turf Sires – First Race on Grass 
 

Dealing with breeding data is a bit tricky.  Sample sizes from 1 or 2 years of races tend to be small for an 
individual sire in a specific category such as first time on grass.  Older stallions can amass much larger 
samples of data over the years, but mixing decades old records with those from recent crops can be very 
distorting.  Lifetime progeny racing records are likely to be mixed - some very good years - some very 
bad cycles.  Analysis for predicting future potency includes an understanding of the stallion’s family his-
tory - most importantly his sire – along with records of proficiency long and short term.  A perfect science 
this is not.   
 
I chose established older sires for my 25 list because young stallions are very difficult to predict based on 
their early crops.  A hot statistically hot young turf sire can be the result of good racing fortune or the re-
sult of weak competition that year.  A three to five-year pattern of success is desirable to be confident 
about future potential.  Yet, by then, the public may be very aware of the sire’s power on the racetrack.   
 
I have ranked the 25 sire list by ROI based on recent records of success with their first time starters on 
grass.  An “*” indicates that there was limited data – I could not locate at least 15 recent starters in the 
category.  An ROI based on small samples can be very deceptive when a single big longshot is part of the 
equation - yet the bombs are exactly what we are looking for with first time on grass analysis.  Those 
horses with horrible dirt form that make a dramatic improvement first out on grass are the ultimate con-
firmation of superior turf bloodlines.            
 

25 Turf Sires – First Time on Grass – Ranked by ROI   * = limited data 
 
Sire                ROI     Comments       
 

Lord at War        5.23*    Power sire – follow for sure 
Septeime Ciel      2.40     Follow 
Woodman            2.33     Low win%, a few big longshots 
Repriced           2.03*    Follow  
Polish Numbers     1.86*    Follow 
Pine Bluff         1.44     Promising 
El Prado           1.40     Follow 
Sky Classic        1.17     Lots of starters 
Kris S.            0.93     Still going strong 
Red Ransom         0.91     Excellent producer 
Dynamformer        0.83     Win rate is good, no profit though 
With Approval      0.79     Check the 2nd on grass list 
Affirmed           0.68     Last few crops coming up, over-bet 
A.P. Indy          0.66     First on grass runners appear over-bet 
Theatrical         0.62     Public loves him, no value, good win% 
Lord Avie          0.43*    Not many starters 
Farma Way          0.39*    ? 
Rahy               0.27     Cold with first on grass 
Cozzene            0.00     Ice cold with first/second on grass 
Dixie Brass        0.00*    Better with second timers 
Prized             0.00     Ice cold with grass starters lately 
Blushing John      0.00*    ? 
Opening Verse      0.00*    ? 
Wild Again         0.00*    ? 
Trempolino         0.00*    ? 
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Turf Sires – Second Start on Grass 
 

I was hoping the second start on grass might reveal some interesting insights with these sires.  The angle 
is rarely utilized by the public, and receives far less focus than the first time on grass statistics.  The the-
ory here is that a young, well-bred, high potential horse makes his first start on grass and fails, but next 
out, using the experience, returns to run well at good odds on the turf.  The overall ROI for the 25 is a dis-
appointment, but a few individual sires have shown good profits in this category.   
 
As a handicapper, you won’t miss too many longshots ignoring this angle altogether.  
 
25 Turf Sires – Second Start on Grass – Ranked by ROI   * = limited data 
 
Sire                ROI     Comments       
 

With Approval      4.22*    Wow – but limited sample  
Lord at War        2.01     Hot grass sire 
Repriced           1.42     Follow second out 
Dixie Brass        1.39     Good bet w/ second out starters 
Theatrical         1.26     Potent turf blood 
AP Indy            1.15     Much better second out 
Septieme Ciel      0.73*     
Kris S.            0.61     Lots of 2nd starters, no profit 
Rahy               0.60*     
Pine Bluff         0.59      
Wild Again         0.54*     
Dynamformer        0.53     Win% is good, badly over-bet 
Prized             0.49     Disappointing 
Affirmed           0.38      
Sky Classic        0.34      
Red Ransom         0.28     Has several winners, no value 
Blushing John      0.00*     
Opening Verse      0.00*     
Cozzene            0.00     Ice cold with first/second on grass 
Farma Way          0.00*     
El Prado           0.00     Better with first timers on grass 
Polish Numbers     0.00*     
Woodman            0.00     Prolific sire, no winners 2nd out 
Trempolino         0.00* 
Lord Avie          0.00* 
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Turf Sires – Stakes Race Production 
 

A glance at the bloodlines of major grass stakes winners in recent years would find many of the sires from 
our 25 listing.  It is the most important category for breeders as this is where the big money is made in 
racing worldwide.  Class and grass go together.  Ill-bred horses need not apply to the high-end turf stakes 
country club.  Graded stakes wins on the sod are very important to continuity of the bloodlines and keep-
ing the stallion fees maximized.  Thoroughbred racing and breeding is an international game, and, except 
in the United States, outstanding turf bloodlines command all the attention and money. 
 
No question that classy turf breeding is a big asset in winning high purse stakes events.  But how useful 
the sire information is in our handicapping is the question.  Well-bred runners that achieve the stakes level 
have already proven they can win and are above average competitors.  The explanation for healthy ROI 
on the list may lie with the improvement factor with young horses stepping up to the stakes level for the 
first time.  With superior grass breeding, dramatic moves forward in company are possible in a short time 
and without experience at the level.     
 
25 Turf Sires – Turf Stakes $75k+ – Ranked by ROI   * = limited data 
 
Sire                ROI     Comments       
 

Lord at War        2.80     30% wins with stakes starters  
Opening Verse      2.10*     
Blushing John      2.00*     
Dynaformer         1.79      
Septieme Ciel      1.56      
Farma Way          1.44      
Pine Bluff         1.38      
El Prado           1.03      
Sky Classic        1.02      
Repriced           0.95      
Woodman            0.82      
Theatrical         0.79     20% win rate, large sample 
Red Ransom         0.65     25% winners, large sample  
Rahy               0.61     28% winners, large sample 
A.P. Indy          0.49*     
Dixie Brass        0.48      
Cozzene            0.45     Win percent is low lately 
Kris S.            0.29     Poor win percentage in stakes lately 
Affirmed           0.14     Just one winner in my db 
With Approval      0.00     All losers 
Polish Numbers     0.00*     
Prized             0.00*     
Wild Again         0.00*     
Woodman            0.00*     
Lord Avie          0.00*     
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Late News 
 
I am working on upgrades for HTR software and the export utility HTR4MSA.  Announcements 
will be posted soon on the HTR information web site and in this newsletter.  
 
Comments on the contents of this newsletter are welcome and the feedback helps me decide 
the type of material to write about or test each month.     
  

 
 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter:  $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software  FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

 
 
KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


